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            Abstract
In ant colonies, collectivity enables division of labour and resources1,2,3 with great scalability. Beyond their intricate social behaviours, individuals of the genus Odontomachus4, also known as trap-jaw ants, have developed remarkable multi-locomotion mechanisms to â€˜escape-jumpâ€™ upwards when threatened, using the sudden snapping of their mandibles5, and to negotiate obstacles by leaping forwards using their legs6. Emulating such diverse insect biomechanics and studying collective behaviours in a variety of environments may lead to the development of multi-locomotion robotic collectives deployable in situations such as emergency relief, exploration and monitoring7; however, reproducing these abilities in small-scale robotic systems with simple design and scalability remains a key challenge. Existing robotic collectives8,9,10,11,12 are confined to two-dimensional surfaces owing to limited locomotion, and individual multi-locomotion robots13,14,15,16,17 are difficult to scale up to large groups owing to the increased complexity, size and cost of hardware designs, which hinder mass production. Here we demonstrate an autonomous multi-locomotion insect-scale robot (millirobot) inspired by trap-jaw ants that addresses the design and scalability challenges of small-scale terrestrial robots. The robotâ€™s compact locomotion mechanism is constructed with minimal components and assembly steps, has tunable power requirements, and realizes five distinct gaits: vertical jumping for height, horizontal jumping for distance, somersault jumping to clear obstacles, walking on textured terrain and crawling on flat surfaces. The untethered, battery-powered millirobot can selectively switch gaits to traverse diverse terrain types, and groups of millirobots can operate collectively to manipulate objects and overcome obstacles. We constructed the ten-gram palm-sized prototypeâ€”the smallest and lightest self-contained multi-locomotion robot reported so farâ€”by folding a quasi-two-dimensional metamaterial18 sandwich formed of easily integrated mechanical, material and electronic layers, which will enable assembly-free mass-manufacturing of robots with high task efficiency, flexibility and disposability.
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                    Fig. 1: Design and fabrication of the trap-jaw-ant-inspired Tribot multi-locomotion millirobot.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Individual multi-locomotion experiments and their combination in the parkour scenario.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Locomotion performance of Tribot in different conditions and its COT compared to robots and insects.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Collective labour experiments.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Design challenges and needs of biological versus artificial multi-locomotion collectives.
Trap-jaw ant collectivity, backed by scalable reproduction and the minimal multi-locomotion mechanisms that are integrated into their jaws and legs are the key to their survival in cluttered environments, which have emerged from evolutionary processes. Replicating these abilities in engineered systems will enable the use of millirobots in applications such as emergency mitigation, environmental monitoring and exploration with high task flexibility and efficiency. However, constructing minimal, integrated multi-locomotion mechanisms remains a major challenge for robotic hardware design that, when addressed, will enable robot miniaturization and assembly-free mass production for collective implementations. CAM, computer-aided manufacturing.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Free-body diagrams of Tribot for calculating the locomotion kinematics and dynamics for all five locomotion gaits.
a, Tribot transitioning from initial stance to take-off, applicable for the distance- and somersault-jump gaits and walking gaits as a result of snap-through at the Y-hinge side. The Y-hinge is modelled as a revolute pin joint connecting three links. The snap-through motion generated by compression of the SMA spring actuator (k3) instantly rotates the side legs (1 and 2) and pushes the rear leg (3) against the ground. This produces a ground reaction force that lifts the robot in a ballistic projectile motion with take-off velocity v0. For somersault jumping, the bottom spring actuator (k1) activates shortly before the side spring (k3) to achieve free-body rotation during flight. b, The robot can perform height jumps on any three edges; however, for reaching high altitudes, it is most effective on the edge without rubber friction pads (which are located on legs 2 and 3). Here, the snap-through occurs at the Y-hinge bottom, and the rapid closing of the bottom legs produces a ground reaction force that lifts the robot up vertically. c, The crawling locomotion occurs on the edge with latches; the robot moves by opening and closing the bottom legs (2 and 3) using stick-slip motion. GRF, ground reaction force.


Extended Data Fig. 3 The proximity measurement data for the division-of-labour experiment and the event chart for the tandem-running experiment.
a, The proximity data measured by the monitor robot, showing the linear propagation of the workers with each pushing step. The object is moved its set distance, 30Â mm. b, The event chart for the leaderâ€“follower tandem-running experiment with obstacle avoidance by communication.


Extended Data Table 1 Tribotâ€™s functional components and mass budgetFull size table


Extended Data Table 2 Tribotâ€™s locomotion performance under different conditionsFull size table


Extended Data Table 3 Comparison of Tribot with small-scale terrestrial multi-locomotion robots and insectsFull size table





Supplementary information
Video 1
The demonstration of Tribot height, distance and somersault jumping gaits The first part shows the height jumping capacity of the robot on two different edges: with and without latches (Experiments 1 and 2). In the second part, the robot executes the distance jump with high and low trigger power, and a 5 g payload (Experiments 3, 4 and 5). The video also demonstrates Tribotâ€™s ability to jump over an obstacle and onto a stair. The last part shows Tribotâ€™s somersault jumping capability by flipping in the air after jumping (Experiment 6). In each experiment, the robot is programmed for set, stance and trigger configurations with different sequence of SMA activation.


Video 2
The demonstration of flic-flac walking locomotion of Tribot on different terrain. The robot walks on flat surface and rough terrain composing of raisin-sized stones (Experiments 7 and 8). Tribot also walks onto a slope of 10Â° (Experiment 9). In all cases, the robot is placed in a transparent channel, slightly wider than its width, to constrain its deviation in lateral direction. It is controlled remotely to perform three consecutive rolling steps.


Video 3
The demonstration of Tribot inchworm crawling locomotion on different terrain. The robot effectively crawls on flat surface and onto a 10Âº ramp (Experiments 10 and 11).


Video 4
The demonstration of Tribot multi-locomotion ability in parkour scenario. Tribot first crawls over the flat section and then walks on the rough section until it reaches the obstacle made of large stones and jumps over. (Experiments 10 and 11).


Video 5
The demonstration of Tribot collective operation in division of labor and tandem running scenarios. For the first scenario, five robots are allocated leader, worker, monitor and messenger roles. Here, two workers push an object to a target position in the direction of the monitor, which measures the relative position of the object with respect to itself using a proximity sensor. The messenger ensures two-way communication link between the leader and the monitor due to signal interruption by the object. This highlights the benefits of robot scalability in manipulation and communication with limited resources. For the second task, two robots are given leader and follower roles to overcome a gap obstacle in tandem. The leader is programmed to continuously scan for obstacles, while the follower follows the leader blindly with no energy expense for scanning. The leader gets into the gap, detects it and informs the follower about the upcoming obstacle, and jumps over. The follower calculates number of steps to crawl and then jumps to avoid the gap. It highlights the benefits of multi-locomotion ability for robotic collectives in overcoming obstacles.
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